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Shai Lah Productions (SLP) is an independent producer of web, television and
documentaries based in Vancouver, BC, Canada. Driven by a strong commitment to
use public media outlets to promote social justice, Shai Lah Productions is dedicated to
ensuring thought provoking content is delivered through diverse multi-media projects,
proactively involving the general public and encouraging positive actions.
Shai Lah Productions offers a complete Avid® Digital HD Editing Suite with DNxHDTM encoding,
DVD Authoring, 3D Design and FX Creation, combined with the rich and exclusive international
eyeTravel arc hi ve .
Shai Lah Productions‘ latest feature documentary Surreal - a glance at a land that no longer
exists (2006) has been Officially Selected to six 2006-7 international film festival (including:
Vancouver World Peace Forum; Calgary International; Armenia Golden Apricot; Rodos
Ecofilms).
Its ground breaking A Cry for Madiom - ongoing Genocide in the Sudan (2004) has been
Officially Selected by more then twenty international film festivals (including: IDFA; Thessaloniki
Docs; Barcelona Human Rights; Victoria Amnesty International) and a Winner of five 2005-6
international awards, including: Best International Documentary Grand Prize - 2006 Tuskegee
Film Festival; Humanitarian Award - 2005 Fort Lauderdale International Film Festival; Indie Spec
Special Recognition Award - 2005 Boston International Film Festival.

Director/Producer/DOP/Editor Biography - Erez T Yanuv Barzilay was a pioneer of the Internet
revolution in his native Israel. Erez created one of the first interactive websites to offer an
extensive and exclusive coverage of his own journeys following the Rwandan Genocide.
As a leading international affairs journalist Erez produced, directed and written hundreds of
television and radio reports, feature presentations and half a dozen independent feature
documentaries.
Erez has circled the globe several times, always in search of the unexposed and least travelled
paths on Earth.
With strong journalism senses, a natural talent for composure and timing and an unrelenting
drive to uncover injustice, Erez has always managed to get to the story first, exclusively and to
bring home unparalleled images, sound recordings and first hand eyewitness accounts.
Erez is a champion of achieving great results under almost any circumstances, especially in the
volatile and unpredicted environment of the field.
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